A cardboard box is an industrially prefabricated carton, primarily used for packaging goods and materials. It usually consists of thin pasteboard with a corrugated paper center, and is largely composed of recycled paper.
Man Thinks Outside of Box, Forgets Keys

Anakin Skywalker
Take Story 39

REVENT, ON - Carbon Eats has surely learned his lesson.

“Never thinkin’ outside the Box again,” said the Jedi Knight who serves as the town’s only cop.

February 26th was just a normal day for the wood-worker.

“Mr. Johnson’s -seem-shok was lookin’ for a new stool, but that was years ago. That’s what happens when you didn’t anticipate a demand for your product. I told him that I can’t just create a stool that grips on his nose. I have to do it all over again. He didn’t say a word. Just sat there, staring into space.”

And that’s when it happened. His stool. His thinking. His other Monday evening his husband

“I remember back when I used to think outside the box...”

Trump Attempts to Box in North Korea with Aggressive Stance

Mistakenly Boxes Himself in Instead

Mike Hunt
Take Story 50

With tensions rising in Eastern Asia, President Trump has been putting great effort into containing his nuclear missile threats. American Pressure and North Korean resistance are rising to new levels never before seen.

The pressure is intense, but Trump is determined to win.

For those of you who have made it this far, I am so glad you are doing so, and secondly, invite you to consider this scenario and get involved with the Toike Oike! The Toike Oike is a non-profit organization that has been in existence for a long time to get involved with the Toike Oike.

For those of you who have made it this far, I am so glad you are doing so, and secondly, invite you to consider this scenario and get involved with the Toike Oike! The Toike Oike is a non-profit organization that has been in existence for a long time to get involved with the Toike Oike.

End

Dear Ms. Editor,

Your life and containing it (he he) challenges your everyday thinking. Just like your sense of humor, when was the last time you thought of the pages of this issue that’ll tickle your funny bone. We certainly had angular-shaped container within unwated mass from your body!

Love,

unwated mass from your body!

Dear Timothy

Well, it sure looks like just last week the October issue of the Toike Oike was published. Time flies, so when you do not predict it. You know what I mean. You know that you will find some vaguely rect- angle-shaped objects in the Toike Oike, so shoot us a message! There will be no more issues of the Toike Oike.

Welcome to the Toike Oike’s square and round box. While this issue might seem rather innocent, I promise you that the next issue will have you thinking outside the box.

So, boxes... What are they and good grief! I’ve been pondering this for a lone time now, so let’s do it some justice. I think I have a few ideas:

1. storing your past assignments for future use
2. storing your cooked pasta for future use
3. Last-minute Halloween costumes
4. small boxes are excellent for beverage containers
5. small boxes are excellent for large beverage containers
6. small boxes
7. gardening
8. Your grandmother, if you can’t afford to have a green thumb.
The humble box is, in fact, humanity's greatest invention to date. Think about the transportation thing in a little more detail. Think about the thing you are reading this in right now? In a box. Well, do you know where she is right now? In a box. dead, but do you know where she is right now? In a box. Well, dead. Well, a coffee. You will tell me one thing. she has not found her sanity. Nearly all in the area of Our Lord bowed next to a wheel.

And let’s look into this invention thing a little more detail. Think about the brilliance of his own argument. God repeated stepped out of the wormhole, did a secret handshake with Smith, and closed the air once and for all.

“I’ve put all those fossils there, you know,” he said.

As of now, autistic worldwide believe that it was God who appeared and have scrubbed their photograph with Silicon Valley, and has evolved to live in wormholes in nature. In addition, we are now to acknowledge that they have their hands just as far as their own areas as most religious organizations.

 orderers for the present week is Mr. Aimust Bauxit. was about to orgasm from the pleasure of being a monkey. Eyewitnesses to the event claimed that the boxes were packed with nuts and bolts. A lot of people think that the invention of the wheel was the key step in the creation of civilization.
Make a box

Here at the Toike Oike, a state-of-the-art technique has been developed which allows you to fold an impressive box out of this issue.

The Toike Oike box is scientifically proven to:

1. Improve your social
2. Help you sleep at night
3. Help you get a 4.0

Here's how you can make your own fancy box! The Toike Oike staff only cried once while struggling to fold it.

Now go forth and multiply... and show people your box.
Thinking...and breathing...here comes the..."Oh yeah, I sat down in a burger restaurant..."

Some men try to hide their "baggage" in "whitey" or "banana hammock" underwear. Others wear "dong dams" or "ball barriers" to prevent "coarse hair" from rubbing against their skin. But, what if there's a way to make them more comfortable without compromising their "cool" or "sexy" image?

Enter THE PACKERS! These underwear experts have developed a product that alleviates your testicular tension. They understand the unique needs of men in terms of comfort, fit, and style. The Packers' line includes a variety of options, from "compression shorts" to "boxer briefs," all designed to provide the perfect fit and support for your "baggage."

Whether you're a fan of their "short shorts" or "hypermasculine" briefs, The Packers have you covered. They've even created a "short shorts specialist" for those who want a more tailored fit. So, the next time you're thinking about your "sack sweat," consider The Packers. They'll help you "breath through" those "baggage" issues and keep you "cool" and "dry."
iPhone X Solves Your Confrontation Problems!

James Vert
Toike World Record Holder for Least Facial Recognition

The iPhone X’s new facial recognition feature has been highly publicized, but is it really that useful? For a generation that bickers their social needs by tapping screens for hours, this new feature brings introduces to social features previously inaccessible (to some of us).

As easy as setting an alarm, you can now spare yourself from the awkward situations. As easy as setting an alarm, you can now spare yourself from the awkward situations.

For any situation you would prefer to avoid, simply choose a pre-programmed script for Siri to follow and hold up your phone to the face of the person you wish to relay a message to. Once your phone recognizes their face, it will choose the appropriate script, as your entered earlier. Some available scripts are: The Breakup, Disappointment, Generic Confrontation, Small Talk, and Friendship.

We tried out Generic Confrontation and here’s an excerpt from the script:

“Hello, I must express that I am very [insert emotion here] that you [insert action here]. To resolve this, we can [insert option here] or [insert option here]. Please state your response and wait a few moments for the analysis from my speech-to-text software.”

Steve Jobs would be proud.

Want to join the Toike? Read this Black Box!

Are you fairly hilarious? We want you! Can you photoshop like a boss? Join our graphics team! Do you want to try your hand at humour writing? Become one of our staff writers!

You’re great, never late, and can’t get enough of you. You’re the life of the party and have all your friends there.

You think outside the box. You can rely on you to get things done. Still, everyone loves you.

You are normal and boring. You like when things are standardized and done properly. You can’t get enough of those dairy products. Did you hear chocolate milk is on sale?

You love milk: skim milk, 1% milk, 2% milk, chocolate milk, it’s all amazing! You just can’t get enough of those dairy products. Did you hear chocolate milk is on sale?

You are cheap and never quite the best for a task. Still, everyone loves you.

You like to live dangerously. You always have space for more. This month, you should skate and try not to procrastinate.

We tried out Generic Confrontation and here’s an excerpt from the script:

“Hello, I must express that I am very [insert emotion here] that you [insert action here]. To resolve this, we can [insert option here] or [insert option here]. Please state your response and wait a few moments for the analysis from my speech-to-text software.”

Steve Jobs would be proud.

Like comics? Skilled with MS Paint? Send in your comics to Toike@skule.ca!

POETRY CORNER

Twas the night before break, when all through the school Not a creature was stirring, not even Eng Scis. The Pit was now quiet, the students were gone.

The students were drinking without a care, Chillin’ at Steins with all their friends there.

Please go find something better to do.

Poetry Corner

Twas the night before break, when all through the school Not a creature was stirring, not even Eng Scis. The Pit was now quiet, the students were gone.

With thoughts of 4.0s in their silly young heads. Wishing for Godiva Week with rosy red cheeks.

The students were drinking without a care, Chillin’ at Steins with all their friends there.

Please go find something better to do.
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